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We have searched for neutrinoless tan decays into three charged particles as evidence for lepton-flavour or lepton-num- 
ber violation. The data were collected using the ARGUS detector at the DORIS II storage ring. Tau pairs were produced 
by e+e - armhilation at centre-of-mass energies near 10 GeV. No evidence for lepton-number or lepton-flavour violation was 
observed, but the upper limits obtained are an order of magnitude lower than those previously published. 

Lepton-number (LN) and lepton-flavour (LF) con- 
servation seem to be basic laws of nature. All present 
data consistent with the existence of separately con- 
served additive lepton numbers for each of the three 
known generations (e, re) ,  ( p ,  v u )  and (r ,  vz) .  However, 
there is no obvious theoretical reason for this observa- 
tion. Many models in fact predict lepton-number or 
lepton-flavour violation at some level*l. Experimental 
searches for processes violating LF or LN conservation 
probe, in these models [2], mass scales from a few 
TeV up to hundreds of TeV, far beyond the region of 
direct investigation. 

The most stringent limits on L F  and LN violation 
come from studies of p, rr and K decays, and searches 
for neutrino oscillations and neutrinoless double beta 
decays. Limits on the conversion of r into e or g are 
much less stringent [3], for example .2 BR( r -  
e-e+e - )  < 4 × 10 -4 while BR(p-  -~ e-e+e - )  < 1.2 
X 10 -12. However, given the present lack of under- 
standing of the origin of quark and lepton generations, 
one can'imagine different patterns of LN and LF 
violation for different generations. In addition, the 
larger mass of the r lepton leads to the possibility of 
new types of decay which are kinematically forbidden 
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for the muon. For example, in the decay r -  ~ g - K  *0 
the generation number does not change because the 
decrease o f - 1  for leptons is compensated by the in- 
crease of +1 for quarks. Searches for unusual tan de- 
cays are important to extend information about LF 
and LN conservation to the third generation. 

The most comprehensive search for LF violating tau 
decays was performed by the MARK II Collaboration 
[4]. Recently the MARK III Collaboration obtained 
limits [5] for the decays r-+ eX 0 and r-+/.tX 0, where 
X 0 is a light weakly interacting particle. No limits on 
lepton-number violation in r decays have been publishe~ 
yet. Centre-of-mass energies around 10 GeV are well 
suited for studies of tau properties. At these energies 
a good separation of tan pair and multihadron events 
is possible, while data samples are large because the 
production cross section is still high. The good particle 
identification capability and large solid angle accep- 
tance of the ARGUS detector complements this al- 
ready favourable situation. 

In this paper we present the results of a search for 
neutrinoless tan decays into three charged particles 
including at least one electron or muon: 

LF violating LN violating 

-....>. 7 e - e + e  - 

e-p+# - e+p p 

/a-e+e - p+e e 
p-p+/~- 

e-Tr+zr - and e - p  0 e+Tr-Tr - 

la-Tr+n - and p -  p 0 I,t+n-lr - 

e - l r+K-  and e - K  *0 e+n-K - 

p - n + K  - and p - K  *0 p + n - K -  . 

Our analysis was based on an integrated luminosity of 
177 pb - I  corresponding to about 180 000 tan pairs. 
The data were collected using the ARGUS detector at 
the electron-positron storage ring DORIS II at DESY. 
The centre-of-mass energy ranged from 9.4 to 10.6 
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GeV. A subset of this data has already been used for 
our study of multipion tau decays [6]. A short des- 
cription of the detector and the trigger conditions is 
given in ref. [7]. 

We have searched for neutrinoless tan decays into 
three charged particles in events of the 1-3-prong 
topology resulting from the reaction: 

e+e-  ~ r+r - 

> e-e+e - ,  e-bt+/a - ' /~- e+e - ,  

| . . + .  

t.+ e+Ve~r,/~+1~ ~r, 7ra-~., 

K+~r or o+v~, 

where LN and LF are conserved on the one-prong 
side only. The basic event selection strategy was as 
follows. First, topology requirements were applied: 
- Exactly four charged particles with a total charge 
of zero originating from the interaction point. 
- A hemisphere cut cos Ol i  ~< 0, where Oli  is the 
angle between particle 1 from the one-prong side and 
particles i = 2,3,4 from the three-prong decay. 
- The opening angles between each pair of particles 
on the three-prong side less than 90 ° . 
- The polar angle of the one-prong tau decay should 
satisfy the condition [cos011 ~< 0.75 to ensure good 
momentum resolution and trigger Conditions. 

- No more than three photons wiih an energy of more 
than 50 MeV in the shower counters, to allow for a 
possible radiative photon in addition to the ~r 0 from 
the one-prong r + -> P+Vr decay. 
- Agreement with either the electron, muon, pion or 
kaon hypothesis from measurements of time-of-flight 
and of specific ionization in the drift chamber for all 
four particles [8]. 

These cuts removed almost all multihadron back- 
ground, retaining about 80% of events from tan decays. 
For further selection we used missing momentum as a 
distinctive feature oftau decays on the one-prong side 
and the fact that, for neutrinoless tau decays on the 
three-prong side, the invariant mass and momentum 
of the tan are completely determined. This led to the 
application of the following cuts: 
- The momentum on the one-prong side should be 
less than 0.4Ecm s to suppress all exclusive reactions. 
- To further suppress radiative Bhabha events, the 
electron on the one-prong side should have a momen- 

tum, as well as an energy deposited in the electromag- 
netic calorimeter, of less than 0.3Ecms, if there is an 
electron on the three-prong side. 
- To further suppress radiative Bhabha events the mo- 
mentum and the energy deposited in the electromag- 
netic calorimeter by the electron on the one-prong side 
should be less than 0.3Ecms, if there is an electron on 
the three-prong side. 
- The invariant mass, M3, on the three-prong side 
must be equal to the mass of the tau lepton within 
three standard deviations: 1.71 GeV/c 2 <~M 3 <~ 1.86 
GeV/c 2. Bremsstrahlung effects lead to significant 
broadening and a shift o fM 3 to lower masses for final 
states with two or three electrons. For this reason a 
wider window on M 3 was used for these decay modes: 
1.60 GeV/c 2 ~<M 3 ~< 1.83 GeV/c 2. For the/azrK final 
state, which had the largest background, a narrower 
window of 1.74 GeV/c 2 <~M 3 ~< 1.83 GeV/c 2 was 
used. 
= The momentum on the three-prong side P3 must be 
around (E2cms/41- M2) 1/2 . Specifically, we chose the 
asymmetrical interval 0.42Ecru s ~<P3 ~< 0"49Ecms, to 
account for initial-state radiative effects. 

A total of 90 events passed these selection criteria. 
Finally we required at least one electron or muon on 
the three-prong side. To identify an electron we cal- 
culated the combined likelihood from the dE/dx and 
time-of-flight measurements, the energy deposited in 
the electromagnetic calorimeter, the number of 
shower counters assigned to the track and the Shape 
of the distribution as manifested by the second moment 
of the energy deposition [9]. Muons were identified 
by requiring at least one hit in the outer layers of the 
muon chambers. The lepton identification procedures 
were applied to tracks with momentum more than 0.5 
GeV/c for electrons and more than 0.7 GeV/c for 
muons. 

No events passed the final selection step for neu- 
trinoless tan decays into three leptons but 7 events 
were left as candidates for tan decays into a muon and 
two hadrons: 1 candidate for z -  ~/~+zr-zr-, 3 for z -  
~/a-Tr+K - and 3 for r -  ~ / l+ l r -K  - .  Multiple count- 
ing was removed by assigning events to the channel 
with invariant mass closest to the tau mass. To under- 
stand the nature of these events we studied the cor- 
responding three-particle invariant mass distributions 
over a wider mass interval. In each case we found the 
distribution to be evenly populated. There was no sig- 
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nificant enhancement close to the mass of  the tan 
lepton. We conclude therefore that there is no evi- 
dence for three-prong neutrinoless tan decays and that  
the observed events are due to background. 

The main source o f  background is m u o n - h a d r o n  
misidentification due to punch-through of  pions or 
kaons. The probabil i ty  per hadronic track for a hit in 
the outer layer of  the muon chambers was measured 
from hadronic decays o f  the T(1S),  where the fraction 
of  muons is negligible. The punch-through probabil i ty  
was found to rise from threshold, reaching a constant 
value 3% for tracks with I cos 01 ~< 0.75 and momen- 
tum above 1.2 GeV/c ,  and about 4% for tracks 
with I cos 0 [ > 0.75 and momentum above 0.9 GeV/c. 
From the number o f  events observed after releasing 
the muon identification requirement,  and using the 
known punch-through probabil i ty,  we estimate this back- 
ground to be 0.9 event for r -  ~/s+~r- l r  - ,  1.4 events 
for r -  ~ tt-Tr+K - and 1.2 events for r -  ~/a+Tr-K - .  

The acceptance for each decay mode was estimated 
by  Monte Carlo calculations, taking into account the 
momentum resolution o f  the detector,  trigger efficien- 
cy arid efficiency of  the selection criteria including 
lepton identification. We assumed a phase space m o d e l  
for three-prong neutririoless tan decays. The Monte 
Carlo event generator included the effects of  initial- 
state QED radiation and used 67.6% for the branching 
ratios for one-prong tau decays [3]. The overall accep- 
tance, including branching ratios, was found to b e  of  

order 25%, ranging from 0.22 for r -  -~/a-~r+K- to 
0.32 for r -  ~/,t-/~+/a - .  As expected,  since the  solid 
angle coverage is large, the result is insensitive to kine- 
matical details o f  the description of  the tan decay. If, 
for example, a quasi two-body decay is assumed for the 
/zTrK final state, the acceptance changes by only 20%. 
The number of  tau pairs was calculated using the in- 
tegrated luminosity and the theoretical cross section, 
including corrections for initial state radiation [ 10] 
and contributions from T(1S)  and T(2S) ~ r+r - de- 
cays [11]. The uncertainty in the product  of  the num- 
ber of  tau pairs, the overall acceptance and the sum 
of  the branching ratios on the one-prong side was es- 
t imated to be 10%. The upper limits at the 90% CL 
for neutrinoless tan decays into three charged particles 
are summarized in table 1, together with previously 
published results o f  MARK II. 

In addition we have obtained upper limits for tau 
decays into ~-O 0 and ~ - K  *0 (where ~ -  = e - , / z - )  

Table 1 
Upper limits on three-prong neutrinoless tau decays at the 
90% CL. (The ~- can be e- or/~-.) 

Decay mode ARGUS MARK II [4] 

r - ~  e-e+e - 3.8× 10 -5 
e-#+# - 3.3 X 10 -s 
~-e+e - 3.3 X 10 -s 
#-~+/~- 2.9 × 10 -s 

£-v~_+~- 3.8 X 10 -s 

e-~r+Tr - 4.2 X 10 -5 
/~-Tr%r- 4.0 X 10 -s 
e-p ° 3.9 X 10 -5 
~t-p ° 3.8 X 10 -5 

~Tr±~r - 6.3 X 10 -s 

e-cr+K - 4.2 × 10 -s 
~-~r+K - 1.2 X 10 -4 
e -K*0 5.4 X 10 "s 
p-K*O 5.9 X 10 -s 

£~ ~r-+K - 1.2 X 10 -4 

4.0 × 10 -4 
3.3 × 10 --4 
4.4 × 10 --4 
4.9 X 10 -4 

3.7 X 10 -4 
4.4 X 10 -4 

(e-K °) 1.3 X 10 -3 
(#-K °) 1.0 X 10 -a 

from the observed number of  events of  the type r -  
£-~r+Tr - and r -  -+ £-~r+K - respectively. No events 

for the first reaction were found without  restriction 
on the 7r+rr - invariant mass. This was also true for the 
second channel after applying the additional require- 
ment  that  the mass of l r+K - must lie in the K *0 mass 
interval: 0.79 GeV/c 2 ~<Mn+ K- ~< 0.99 GeV/c  2. The 
corresponding upper limits at 90% CL are also listed 
in table 1. 

To conclude, we have searched for neutrinoless tan 
decays into three charged particles which violate 
lepton-flavour or lepton-number conservation. No evi- 
dence Was found for such decays. We find upper limits 
on the branching ratios for each of  the decay modes 
Shown in table 1. These are an order of  magnitude 
smaller than those previously published. 
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